Question classification is one of the most important components in a question answering (QA) system. When there are fewer features in a question can be used for classification, the interrogative word and focus in question are critical features. Most previous studies in question classification used heuristic rules to identify the focus and interrogative word in question. In this paper, a statistical method is explored to automatically label them for Chinese question using condition random fields (CRFs) model. The features for CRFs model are extracted from word segmentation, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, named entity recognition, and dependency parsing results. A knowledge base HowNet is also used. The experimental results show that the precision for interrogative word recognition is 98.97% and 90.85% of focus can be correctly recognized in a free available Chinese question data set.
Introduction
Question Answering, as one of the important directions in information retrieval (IR) and natural language processing (NLP) research, is the task of locating the answer to a natural language question in large collection of documents responding. A typical question answering system consists of four central components including question analysis, document retrieval, passage retrieval, and answer extraction, where question analysis is to attain the expected answer type of a question. For example, "What is the population of China?" expects a number as answer, and "Which country has the largest population? " expects a country name. Thus deciding the expected answer type of a question can be seen as classification problem. The goal to classify the expected answer type is to provide the constraint condition for answer extraction. Results of the error analysis of an open domain QA system showed that 36.4% of the errors were generated by the question analysis module (Moldovan et al., 2003) .
Question classification is a special kind of text classification. Compared with text documents, questions are generally short in content and there are fewer features available in them than in text for classification. Thus selecting important features can take significant effects on classification performance. Among these features, interrogative word and focus are critical, and in many cases the question can be correctly classified just using these two features.
Interrogative word and focus in Chinese question are more flexible in expression form and location compared with English question. Interrogative words are not stable in Chinese and their location can be at the start, end, or middle of a Chinese question. While many previous studies used heuristic methods to recognize interrogative word and focus in question, we use Condition Random Fields model to label them employing the dependency relations and other syntactic information in question.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work about focus and interrogative word identification in question classification. Section 3 describes the method to label the interrogative word and focus in Chinese question automatically. Section 4 details the experimental results and analysis. Section 5 concludes the paper and provides some future directions.
Related Work
In an earlier work Roth, 2002 and about English question classification, the focus and interrogative word in question are not explicitly extracted as features and all words in question are not distinguished. The key features would be recognized by automatic learning process, so the classifier used many types of features to classify questions.
(Donald Metzler and W. Bruce Croft, 2004) viewed the phrase containing focus in question as the main noun phrase and applied simple heuristics based on POS tags to it, then extract the headword from this phrase as important feature for question classification. This headword is really identical as focus used in this paper. (Lu and Zhang, 2004 ) studied the problems of Chinese question understanding in question answering system. They also used rules to recognize the focus in Chinese question although the definition of question focus they gave is not completely same as ours in this paper. (Sun et at, 2007) used HowNet to classify Chinese question. They named the focus in question as question intent word and extract it from noun words surrounding interrogative word. In this paper, question focus might be not only noun word, but also adjective.
Identification of Focus and Interrogative Word

Interrogative Word in Chinese Question
Interrogative words in English are what, when, when, why, and who, which and how. However, there are more interrogative words in Chinese than in English. Table 1 lists some interrogative words in Chinese. All these words contain a special character which can be used alone as an interrogative word, such as " ", " ", etc Table 1 is embedded as a substring in a more long word, this long word itself can be used as a new interrogative word. For example, the word " " embeds the usual interrogative word " ", and the word " " might be regarded as a single word by Chinese segmentation tools, then this word can also be an interrogative word.
When one of these words exists in a question, it might be just a modifier as adverb or number instead of interrogative word, and sometimes it might be in a named entity. Furthermore, there might be multiple interrogative words in a Chinese question.
Below are some examples to show these different situations.
" "
In the first example, the word " " is not real interrogative word even if it can be used as an interrogative word. In the second example, the first interrogative word " " is in a named entity and not the interrogative word of the whole question. In the third and fourth example, there are two interrogative words in a single question. While the two interrogative words " " and " " are different in the third example, the interrogative word " " occurs two times in the fourth example.
In addition, unlike English interrogative words which generally occur in the start or end of a question clause, Chinese interrogative words can occur in the middle of a question clause besides the start and end positions. The four examples above show this case.
Thus there should be some ambiguities as described above to detect and remove when automatically recognizing the interrogative words in a Chinese question. While there might be multiple interrogative words in a Chinese question, there is priority level difference among them to become a real interrogative word.
Focus in Chinese Question
Similar to interrogative word, the focus in question is also a kind of critical feature for question classification, no matter , , ,
the classifier is based on statistical methods or rules. The focus in a Chinese question is generally a noun, quantity, adjective or their pair which often expresses the expected answer type of the question. For example, the question "2002 (What was the monetary value of the Nobel Peace Prize in 2002?)" expects a monetary number answer which is expressed by focus " | (monetary | value)". For the question " (What is the highest mountain in the world?)", the focus is " (mountain)" and expresses that the answer of this question should be a mountain name. While the focus in the second example is a single noun word, the focus in the first question is a noun pair "monetary | value" for the reason that the word " (value)" is an abstract concept and can be an attribute of any entity, then it cannot convey the concise expected answer type alone and a modifier word should be given to narrow and make the focus semantic concise. For the question " (How far is between Beijing and Tianjing) ?", the focus is an adjective word " (far)" and expresses a distance concept.
For some complex questions, their answers are often long descriptions which can not be constrained on concise named entity or phrase types. When the interrogative words in questions will give clearly the expected answer type, there not exist appropriate focuses corresponding to the answer type.
Question focus has usually tight syntactic relations with interrogative word. The interrogative word in Chinese question can be expressed in very flexible syntactic format. Thus when the function of focus in a Chinese question is similar to that in English, the expression of them is more flexible than in English.
The syntactic role of focus in Chinese question can be: 1) the head of interrogative word modifier; 2) the subject of the question while the object is the phrase containing the interrogative word; 3) the object of the question while the subject is the phrase containing the interrogative word; 4) For example, in the question " ", the focus " " . These conditions can be utilized as features to recognize the question focus.
Using CRFs model to recognize interrogative word and focus
We view recognition of interrogative word and focus as a sequence labeling task in an ordered question words given part of speech (POS) of these words and dependency relations between them. For a label set L={question_word, focus_word other}, the task is to label the class of every word in a question based on the features of the word, i.e., given the observation sequence X, to find the output random variables which can lead to that the random probabilities in the formulation (1) have the maximum value, these random variables will be the labeling results. 
Because of excellent performance of CRFs model reported in many research works in sequence labeling task, we select it to recognize the interrogative word and focus in a Chinese question. CRF model can utilize overlapped features among words in a word window. We set the sliding window length as 5 and design features in the following types according to current word.
1) Word N-grams, POS N-grams (including unigram and bigram).
They are used to get the context word and POS information of the current word.
2) Unigram of dependency modifier word, N-gram of dependency modifier POS, N-gram of dependency relation between head and modifier. They are used to attain the dependency structure information of the current word.
3) Combination of 1) and 2). CRFs model can use sufficient overlapped features to enrich the description ability of context. Hence we are to combine the types described above as new features. 4) Other conditions about current word and question.
All features and their expression patterns used by CRF model are listed in table 2. The hypernym of word in HowNet H k Table 3 . The example of features Pattern ( k = -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ) Example current word:
To decide the hypernym of word, we use the knowdelge base HowNet (Dong and Dong, 1999) as the taxnomomy tree.
HowNet divides all concepts into the following classes:
'. The hypernym of a word will be one of these classes or a single-bar "-" if the word is not in the dictionary of HowNet.
With the question example (" ") in table 1, we explain the features in detail in table 3.
In these features, some may have negative effect to overall performance of system. We should find and eliminate those features with experiments. (Note 1) provides an open available Chinese question data set for Chinese question classification research, which consists of the training and test set. We use the training question data set (4981 questions) as our total experimental data set of recognition of interrogative word and focus, while the 70% (3528 questions) of it is used as training set and the 30% (1453) is used for test. The interrogative words and focuses in questions of all training and test set were labeled manually.
Experimental Evaluation
Experiment setup
IR Lab of Harbin Institute of Technology
The free available CRF++(Note 2) tool is used to label the interrogative word and focus in Chinese question words. Before training and test, words segmentation, POS tagging, and dependency parsing for all questions will be performed with the open and free available IR LTP tool. We use three metrics to evaluate the achieved performance, including QP, FP, and F_Score, they are defined as follows.
# #
of tagged correct interrogative words QP of total interrogative words = 
QP is used to evaluate the precision of interrogative word labeling and FP is for evaluation of focus labeling. These two precision are then combined using F measure with equal weight given to them.
Experimental results and analysis
In ten features listed in Table 2 , some might have negative effect for overall performance of CRFs model. We check and evaluate every feature with same training and test data. Table 3 list the interrogative word labeling precision QP, focus labeling precision FP and F Score while all ten features are used or one of them is eliminated from the feature space. We incorporated word hypernym feature in the model using HowNet knowledge base. Unfortunately, this fails to yield improved precision.
From the results we can see that eliminating the feature "Word hypernym", "Whether the word is a part of a named entity", or "Combination of POS of modifier, dependency relation" in the model will lead to the increase of F score, thus these three features have negative effect for labeling performance. When the feature "Word hypernym" and "Combination of POS of modifier, dependency relation" have negative effect on interrogative word labeling and focus labeling as well, the feature "Whether the word is a part of a named entity" only declines recognition performance of focus in question.
Thus we discarded two features "Word hypernym" and "Combination of POS of modifier, dependency relation" and selected remained features for final training and test. The recognition performance and the contribution to overall performance of every feature are shown in Table 4 . Furthermore, we tested the relation between accuracy of the CRFs model and training corpus size. We extract different proportions of training questions randomly on every question class from the original total training questions to form different scale of new training data sets representing 30% (1022 questions), 40% (1378 questions), 50% (1743 questions), 60% (2082 questions), 70% (2430 questions), 80% (2788 questions), 90% (3135 questions) of the original training set. When labeling model is trained on these training data, the results are judged on the same test data for comparison. The impact of corpus size on recognition performance of focus and interrogative word is shown in Figure  2 .
The results are presented in Figure 2 . The figure indicates that system performance for recognition of focus and interrogative is directly related to training corpus size. While performance of focus recognition does improve with corpus size obviously, the corpus size has very slight impact on recognition performance of interrogative word. This can be explained that interrogative words in Chinese are relatively stable and have less variation in format and expression compared to focus word.
Those questions their focus or interrogative words are wrongly labeled should be analyzed. Most errors of interrogative word labeling are caused by wrong lexical or syntactic analysis. For example, in the question " CPU ", the POS of word " " is falsely tagged as "a" (adjective) while its right POS is "d" (adverb). Some are caused by data sparseness of training data. For example, in the question " ", the real interrogative word is " ", but it does not occur in the training data as an interrogative word, then the model cannot correctly tag it as interrogative word. Some errors are produced by learning process itself. For focus recognition, most errors are caused by feature selection method.
Conclusion
Concerning the automatic recognition of interrogative word and focus recognition in Chinese question for classification, this paper reports the experimental results given by sequence labeling model CRFs, which is trained using lexical and syntactic analysis results as features. The performance effects of selected features are tested and the impact of training corpus size on recognition performance is also evaluated. It shows that the features "Word N-gram", "Combination of word and POS", "N-gram of dependency relation", and "POS N-gram" have the largest contributions to overall system performance of recognition. And the performance of focus recognition can be affected by corpus size observably while the corpus size has very slight impact on recognition performance of interrogative word.
